Efficiency isn’t just a buzz word in the energy industry. It’s our MO.

Without it, your revenue is at risk. That’s why our Energy offering centralizes news, data, analytics, and proprietary regulatory research on utilities in one easy-to-use online platform. With a subscription, you benefit from our intuitive tools for power industry analysis and benchmarking.

Not all tools are made equal. Some of them are vital.

With an extensive library of customizable templates and tools, our powerful Excel Add-In accelerates deeper analysis of everything from commodities prices to M&A deals. Visualize your target market with the custom mapping tool. Most importantly, pull generating plant capacity factors and revenue projections in seconds to evaluate asset transaction and development opportunities.

Data you can trust

Your analyses will benefit from incredible accuracy - examine details from nodal pricing points and unit level operations to corporate profiles and regional summaries. Jump from breaking news to in-depth plant, company, and project profiles with the latest operational and asset-level data. Plus, gain timely insight on corporate plans and market risks with analysis on regulatory filings and SEC financials information. Act with awareness of volatile market conditions with our proprietary and third-party pricing, covering daily, monthly, quarterly, and annual prices.

We are so passionate about delivering the highest possible degree of quality that we offer $50 rewards to clients who identify a verified mistake or omission in our data.

Find new opportunities to explore

Examine regional supply and demand to locate areas of opportunities for new investment. Plus, explore instant briefing books for power plants, companies, and regional power markets.

Forward power markets priced ahead 20 years

With our power forecasting tool, 20-year market indicative power curves let you value long-term open positions, contracts, and generating assets. Price forward capacity and energy at 28 pricing hubs.

Our summaries. Your time saved.

With electric power newsletters linked to timely and relevant data, what could take hours turns into minutes. Explore news and new summaries at the interval that best suits your business—daily, weekly, monthly, or real-time. Curious on a company’s financials? Easily navigate through to the data you need.

Solutions for your desktop or on-the-go

Easily turn information into actionable insights with our integrated platforms that deliver data the way you want it, whenever you need it: from desktop access to mobile apps to on-demand data feeds.
About S&P Global Market Intelligence

S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data, research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.

Our Energy offering integrates news, data, analytics, forecasts, regulatory research, and proprietary and market prices into one tool. And unlike other energy information providers, our data is strong across the board—giving you a single, comprehensive source that covers every sector of the U.S. energy industry.